
THE FUNCTION OF SOLITUDE IN FRANKENSTEIN

The theme of isolation in Frankenstein raises many questions about the role of community and its importance. Victor
Frankenstein, on the other hand, chooses to isolate himself from his family, his peers, and even the monster he created.
Mary Shelley makes this theme apparent in the.

With just a glance at his grotesque appearance he is able to make anyone he encounters to run in fear of him.
Shelley dares her readers to contrast this type of isolation with the type that Victor undergoes. Shelley uses
this theme and its manifestation in her characters to pose questions about community, knowledge, and its role
in society. Is it not conflicting that he proposes to help mankind, which he has lost his moral and social
connection with? A thorough understanding of this theme is important to the text because it develops
characters, exposes the consequences of itself, and generates challenging questions about the role of isolation
and community in our everyday lives. Shelley, Mary W. The mariner's punishment for killing the albatross is
watching his crew die in front of him. The monster is brought into the world with disdain; Victor
automatically assumes that his creation is inherently evil and spends the night pacing and worrying about his
family, particularly his intended wife, Elizabeth, which foreshadows her fate later in the novel. Now
contrasting Frankenstein against Henry Clerval, the archetypal character, gives the reader insight into the
goodness of social interaction. Significance: The passive women in Frankenstein are used as the victims of
fighting between males, but also serve as goals for the males too; Frankenstein wants to marry Elizabeth he
talks of her as though she is little more than an object and the monster wants a mate to not be lonely. In
Frankenstein, solitude and loneliness only leads to despair. It could be argued that until the denial by the De
Laceys, the being could be called a creature. The theme of isolation is a very prominent theme throughout the
novel. If Victor did not act alone in creating the monster, then the carnage that follows can be blamed on the
monster. Susan J. Breathless horror and disgust filled my heart. From the beginning of the novel, Victor
Frankenstein chooses a life of solitude, while the creature he creates suffers a life of unwanted solitude. The
women in the story never take action, Justine accepted her fate in court and Elizabeth waited patiently for
Frankenstein back at home; in short, the females are plot-progressors. When Victor sees the monster and
realizes the extent of what he has done, he becomes an agent of isolation by rejecting his own creation, setting
into motion the madness of the monster. New York: Pearson Education, Inc. Is it possible for someone to be
more intellectually advanced than his or her peers and still maintain a sense of community with them?
Contents Relevant Characters Victor Frankenstein Victor Frankenstein embodies the theme of isolation better
than any other character in the novel because he experiences it in two ways. So as for this matter of isolation,
is it a choice? Mary Shelley makes this theme apparent in the very beginning of the novel by using setting and
nature. The isolation that the monster feels in this scene is his moment of transformation into what Victor
assumed he was from the beginning. We see the physical effects of his isolation before the creature is even
brought to life. Until this point, he never enacted any violence on another living thing, but after, he wishes to
revenge himself against all humans, especially his creator. While Victor is in college at Ingolstadt, we see him
begin to detach from society. The rest of the family comes home while he is speaking to Mr. At Ingolstadt,
Victor studies natural science and anatomy and becomes enthralled with the idea of creation; his ambition to
be called a creator is overwhelming.


